
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of custody product manager. If you are looking for an exciting place
to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for custody product manager

Advise business in establishing/maintaining a comprehensive product
guidelines framework to ensure appropriate risk/control focus and global
consistency
Review and approve NBIA/ABIAs and new deals
Assist with structuring complex or non-standard transactions
Implement key risk management initiatives
Working with the regional and global teams to be an advocate and lead for
Liquidity product related queries
Drive the execution of the Custody & Fund Services Liquidity product
strategy, including P&L projections, new product assessment and client
buying behaviour
Develop and own robust business cases, opportunity sizing, competitive
analysis and execution plans for each initiative and the presentation of these
to senior management for buy-in, funding and resourcing
Help ensure tactical and strategic product development objectives are
captured throughout the planning process
Create and syndicate (with internal partners) product related strategy with
respect to specific segments / markets, relevant product capabilities based
on competitor analysis, feedback from consultants, and understand proposed
standard pricing based on risk/reward trade-off and commercial framework
for liability
Maintenance of product standard documentation and provide sales support

Example of Custody Product Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for custody product manager

Define and implement a sustainable reporting process to capture the status
of in-flight initiatives
Proven expertise in developing, prioritizing and delivering business cases and
NBIA approvals
Ability to work independently and also effectively in a matrix organization
Strong organizational and planning skills and a track record of delivery
Product subject matter expert for Foreign Exchange in the context of the
delivery of Foreign Exchange Services to an C&FS client
Working with various departments (Risk, Operations, Audit, Client Services,
Relationship Management, Technology, Sales, Network Management, ) to
assess client requests for new / enhanced functionality and recommend
solutions


